L-PLATE ADULT SCENIC COASTAL 4 DAY TREK
Sat 23 November 2019

There are frequent coastal panoramic vistas on the Denmark to Albany section of the Bibbulmun
Track and we have shortened it to give a beginner multiday trekker the opportunity to sample one
of the best.

Day one: Denmark to West Cape Howe 7km We leave Perth early to arrive in Denmark with
time for a stop for brekkie and get out onto the track by 11am. On the 4kms of walking, we ascent
to West Cape Howe campsite and are rewarded with expansive views, not only east and west
along the coast, but inland, too. The campsite is nestled in a sheltered valley, but wonderful views
can be had from high points nearby for sunset and sunrise.
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Day two: West Cape Howe to Torbay 16.5km Todays walk is stunning, so many panorama
vistas in every direction and inland, a photographer’s dream, that you really have to keep
reminding yourself to keep walking. It is superb coastal walking, gentle ups and down except for
one long descent on steps. Torbay Campsite is nestled under some beautiful big trees and has
a picnic table up high with superb views over Torbay and further south.

Day three: Torbay to Mutton Bird 12.4km Very soon after leaving Torbay campsite travelling
through some lovely green undergrowth, you descend to the sand at Cosy Corner Beach. Early
in the morning this beach is beautiful and generally firm under foot. Mutton Bird Island has crystal
clear water for swimming and superb views from the outlook. Mutton Bird campsite is a short
distance along the coast tucked in the trees and the low, hardy, coastal vegetation typical of this
area produces a remarkable array of flowers.
Day four: Mutton Bird to Albany 17.4km This is a spectacular section as the track wends itself
between the wind farm and the coastal cliffs. As you are walking east, the wind turbines will show
themselves in beautiful silhouettes. The track is close to the precipitous coastal cliffs resulting in
virtually continuous views along the rugged coastline and down to the surf crashing below and
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the water is so crystal clear here that we often see dolphins. There is a short section with
boardwalks with a spectacular lookout point. You leave the coast and the Track enters Torndirrup
National Park with expansive views across to the east and west.

We descend with lovely views over the Princess Royal Harbour and arrive at our destination
Frenchman Bay Road and transport into Albany for a celebration dinner at the restaurant Due
South which overlooks Princess Royal Harbour.
The sunset from here, with the wind turbines silhouetted in the background, is a fitting end to an
amazing four days of trekking.

Cost: $380 per person (plus transport shared cost, BYO food for 4 days, accommodation your
cost, trekking gear available to hire, dinner at Hotel your cost.
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